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• Submm-wave cloud 
radiometer to fill 
cloud ice gap in the 
atmosphere
• Spaceflight 





• Utilization of 
emerging cubesat
platform for space 
access and fast 
development cycle
• Clouds, ice clouds in 
particular, are a major 
source of uncertainty 
in climate models
• Submm-wave sensors 
fill the sensitivity gap 
between MW and IR. 
• Cloud microphysical 
properties (particle 




Cloud Ice Sensitivity Gap





























Cloud Ice Sensitivity Gap PDF
Ice Water Path (IWP) from CloudSat/CALIOP
IceCube’s Journey to Space
A Successful Story for Fast-Track Technology 
Development and Science Research
• 04/2014 Project start
• 04/2016 Payload delivered
• 12/2016 Delivery to NanoRacks (cubesat launcher)
• 4/19/2017 Launched to ISS
• 5/16/2017 Jettisoned from ISS and contacted at WFF
• 6/6/2017 First light
• 6/9-18:19:49 IceCube within 23m from CubeSat HOOPEO
• 6/18-7/20 Daytime-only observations
• 7/17/2017 First 883-GHz cloud radiance map
• 8/2-present Daytime-only observations








Spacecraft spins around the Sun 
vector. Initial operation is 




















Radiator Plate Paraffin Pack
Mass: 1.0 kg
Volume:  1.3 U
Power:     5.6 W
Mass: 4 kg
Volume:  3 U






















































Courtesy of Jon Bensman
First Light Operation: Spin Rates
Night: Spin around geomagnetic field at 1.5 dps
Day: Spin around sun vector at -1.0 dps

































All data with angle from nadir < 20o
BCT/XACT spin rate biases!
Radiometric Calibration and Cloud 
















• Antenna + Noise (A+N)
• Antenna (A)
• Reference (R)


















883-GHz Receiver Gain Model
(A Function of Temperature Tp)
G(Tp) = 1.73 – (Tp – 10)*0.023
Temperature dependence (slope) is consistent 
with TVAC measurements on the ground
Cloud Detection
Observed Radiance Modeled Clear-Sky Radiance
Clouds
Clear
All with View Angle < 50o
First 883-GHz Cloud Radiance Map
Summary
• IceCube is a pathfinder to use risky cubesat platforms for tech 
demo and future science constellation missions. 
– All ground tests suggested that it SHOULD WORK.
– Fast (<3 years from TRL5) development and return on investment
• Cubesats can spin and deliver science! IceCube is challenging 
many advertised specs of BCT/XACT for a better product.
• In-flight thermal variability of IceCube is larger than expected. 
– Instrument is calibratable for cloud sciences.
– More stable system is preferred and achievable.
• Calibration for future constellation missions:
– Balance between flag-ship (fewer, complex, and expensive) and cubesat 
sensors (multiple, simple, and inexpensive)
– Radiometric calibration transfer (i.e., accuracy) using radiative transfer 
models and  simultaneous nadir overpass (SNO) 

